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INTRODUCTION

Plastic pollution is one of the greatest challenges of our time, and it is also
an untapped innovation and entrepreneurial opportunity. To address this
challenge, we have collaborated with emerging entrepreneurs on business
models that can help us achieve a future without plastic waste.
This booklet features the investment profiles of ten startups that either
prevent, reduce, reuse or recycle plastic waste. If you are interested in
exploring a funding or partnership opportunity, feel free to reach out to the
entrepreneurs directly in the contact information provided, or email
linda@enviu.org.
This dealbook is a result of the 2016 Beyond Plastic Accelerator co-hosted by
Enviu and Think Beyond Plastic™.

ENVIU

THINK BEYOND PLASTIC™

Enviu believes the economy should
be inclusive and serve people and
planet. We build markets and drive
system change by co-creating
multinational social entreprises. Our
ventures provide an improved quality
of life and habitat for large groups of
marginalized people. Over the past
12 years, we have collaborated with
over 30,000 people worldwide and
co-created many social entreprises
with a focus on access to food,
finance and circularity. Our current
portfolio contains 13 social ventures.
The ambition for 2020 is to positively
impact the lives of 5 million people,
co-develop 5 markets and create 5
multinational social entreprises.

Think Beyond Plastic™ is an innovation
accelerator advancing the transition to
bio-based, bio-benign alternatives to
conventional, fossil-fuel based plastics.
The organisation sources innovation,
accelerate businesses and cultivate
the investment engine to accelerate
the transition towards the new plastics
economy.
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FULL CYCLE BIOPLASTICS

Target market

ABOUT US

Cost competitive PHA creates an attractive closed-loop
solution for global corporations, particularly in consumer
goods, who can convert their own waste into PHA for use

Full Cycle Bioplastics has
developed a proprietary
technology that converts
organic wastes, such as
inedible food waste, agricultural by-products and dirty
paper/ cardboard, into a
compostable bioplastic called
polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA)
that degrades harmlessly in the
soil and the ocean.

in their supply chain or products at retail. Full Cycle sees
particularly strong demand from the food, food packaging,
agricultural film, industrial coatings and beverage industries.

INVESTMENT REQUIRED

MILESTONES ACHIEVED

tics would have displaced a ~20% and growing share of the

€2.8MM Convertible Note (Syndi-

• Seed funding (€1.9MM) closed

€425B Plastics market.

cated) (Professional lead investor

Demand for bioplastics is accelerating rapidly with forecast
growth >40% per year through 2025 by which time Bioplas-

in place)

“Producing Resins from Organic

•	Think Beyond Plastics: Most

Full Cycle licenses its technology to large waste producers

Waste Products” November 2015

Innovative Business 2016

and handlers, such as landfills, compost sites, MRF’s, food

Use of funds

• Industrial automation developed for

or beverage processors, and paper mills. These licensees
can then convert discarded material and by-products into

able, high-performing replacement for fossil-fuel derived

lab and commercial scale operations
•	Retrofit of Davis, CA produc-

• Technical partnerships finalized for

tion facility

PHA film and other product

April, 2014

Impact area
Material Innovation

particular technology approach results in lower capital and
operating costs which allow for production of PHA at a cost

•	FMI/GMA Food Waste
Start-up Challenge
Winner 2016

development
•	Open IDEO Food Waste

• 18 Months operating capital

alternatives like polyethylene or polypropylene. Full Cycle’s

Established

Showcase Winner 2015

April 2014
• Non-provisional patent application,

polymer made intracellularly by bacteria, yet is an adapt-

San Francisco (CA), USA

•	SXSW Eco Start-up

Value proposition

bioplastic resin. The output, PHA, is a naturally occurring

Headquarters

KEY AWARDS

•	Production of 25-75 lbs.
PHA /day

GROWTH PLAN

Challenge Top Ideas
Winner 2016

•	2016/2017: technology scale up,

that is competitive with fossil-fuel alternatives--an industry

waste supply partnership develop-

•	Sustainable Entrepreneur-

first. Key for scaling globally, especially in emerging markets

•	Confirmation of conversion

ment, PHA product development

ship Award 2016: Grand

where waste infrastructure is often lacking and plastic pollu-

yields for multiple organic

•	2017: Fundraising for a large-scale

Prize winner and winner

tion is disproportionately high.

feedstocks at scale

Business model

•	Confirmation of production

Full Cycle co-locates with large waste aggregators/

consistency of multiple PHA

producers and receives an upfront license fee plus a

polymers at scale

demonstration facility in advance of

of Plastics & Recycling

an anticipated Series A funding in

Category

spring 2018.
•	2018: Series A Funding

recurring production volume based fee and potentially
O&M contract fees. Full Cycle is responsible for continuous optimization of the PHA production process and,
where necessary, brokering the PHA into the market.

Management Team
Andrew R. Falcon - CEO
Ian Deweerdt - CFO
Dane Anderson - CTO
Jeff Anderson - COO
4

Facility footprint is small (1/2 to 3 acres) and generates
incremental revenue of €70 to €470 per ton of waste
processed (assuming a PHA price of €1.40/lb.). CAPEX

CONTACT US

estimates are €14 to €47MM, depending on scale, with a
payback period of ~2 to 7 years.

Email:

andrew@fullcyclebioplastics.com

Website: www.fullcyclebioplastics.com

@fullcyclebioplastics
@FullCycleBio
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NEUWORLD PLASTICS

Target market

ABOUT US
NeuWorld Plastics delivers a
compostable “smart” film that
changes color in the event that
the O2 barrier is breached. This
compostable alternative to
petroleum-based plastic films
can be used for packaging
single-serving high-moisture
foods such as condiments.

The addressable market in North America is €6.2B,
as NeuWorld Plastics targets the 20 or so mid-sized
producers who today experience most demand for
compostable products from a €30B flexible packaging

Palo Alto (CA), USA

Established

MILESTONES ACHIEVED

€420K Seed Capital

• Early stage startup

(Convertible) Grant

• Semi-finalist in NSF SBIR grant

KEY AWARDS

industry in North America.
In 2014 the global plastics films market was €41.5B and

•	€14.000 raised in friends/family/

of 8.7% to reach €81B by 2022.

award support

Value proposition

•	Named “Most Innovative
Business Idea” in the 2016
Think Beyond Plastic inter-

award

is expected to grow at a Compound Annual Growth Rate

Use of funds

GROWTH PLAN

•	Nine months of start-up

• Year 1-2: Fundraising; partnerships

national innovation competition.

Manufacturers are under great pressure from consumer
advocacy groups to reduce the waste impact of their

Headquarters

INVESTMENT REQUIRED

plastic packaging. One of the most difficult challenges

operating capital (staffing, legal,

to resolve is packaging for high-moisture products.

partnerships)

opment partner
•Y
 ear 4: Go to market with exclusive

NeuWorld Plastics provides a unique, market-ready
alternative to petroleum-based plastic packaging, which

•Y
 ear 3: Prototype testing with devel-

•	Technical R & D for MVP

licensing partner generates initial

helps brands address market pressures, defend brand

Phase 1 Scoping:

image, and de-risk economic exposure to negative

(3 months) €85.000

brand connotations.

Phase 2 Parameterization:

license renewal and new sales to

(6 months): €170.000

additional customers.

2016

revenue stream
• Year

5: Ongoing revenue from

Business model

Impact area
Material Innovation

NeuWorld Plastics generates revenue by licensing the
IP for compostable smart film to plastic film manufacturers. It is likely that multiple patents will come out of
this work. NeuWorld is prepared to explore
cross-licensing deals with others, if that becomes neces-

6

CONTACT US

Management Team

sary in order to proceed. The organisation would explore

Julie Noblitt - CEO
John Warner - CTO

parties freedom to operate, authorizing each other to

Email:

use some of our respective patented technology.

Website: www.neuworldplastics.com

a non-exclusive cross-license agreement that gives all
jnoblitt@neuworldplastics.com

@neuworldplastics
@nw_plastics
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GROW BIOPLASTICS

Target market

ABOUT US
Grow Bioplastics creates value
from waste. Grow Bioplastics is a
sustainability focused company
leveraging industrial organic
waste streams from agriculture,
forestry, paper and biofuel &
biorefining industries by creating
value-added products that
replace petroleum based plastics
at a true competitive price point.

Headquarters
Knoxville (TN), USA

Established
2015

The market for agricultural plastic films, containers, and
refuse bags is valued over €62B. The bioplastic segment
of this market is growing at 16% per year, more than 2x
that of petroleum materials, capturing new and converting
existing customers. Global bioplastics as a general
category are growing at 29.3% CAGR. Grow Bioplastics is
a pre-revenue company, with plans to pilot its materials in
mid to late 2017. The company has verbal commitments

INVESTMENT REQUIRED

MILESTONES ACHIEVED

global berry producers, and one of Mexico’s largest squash

€470K Convertible Note/

• Demonstrated range of material

farms, located on 5000 acres in Sinaloa.

Y Combinator SAFE

from customers in 10 U.S. states to participate in the pilot
program, including Driscoll’s Berries – one of the largest

25% Discount, €5MM Cap

Value proposition
biopolymer from lignin that naturally degrades in soil at

Material Innovation

Management Team
Tony Bova - Co-Founder
Jeff Beegle - Co-Founder

properties at lab scale
• Demonstrated film-forming
capability at lab scale

Grow Bioplastics has developed a low-cost, renewable

• Secured several key partners

Use of funds

including lignin suppliers

•	2016 American Chemical
Society Green Business
Plan: First Place Award
•	2016 U.S. Department of
Energy Cleantech University Prize: Top 7 Finalist

• Award winning concept to drive

• 2016 Think Beyond Plastics:

their containers and films to be plowed into the ground

• 18 Months operating capital

innovation and sustainability in

Most Innovative Emerging

after harvest, saving time & money associated with

• Acquisition of laboratory 		

agriculture

a rate that can be tuned. This allows plants to be sown in

plastic disposal. The company’s products will be 1/2 to
1/3 the cost of existing biodegradable alternatives and do

Impact area

KEY AWARDS

not rely on food crops like corn.

twin-screw extruder
• Demonstration of 100 kg/day 		
continuous production
• Production of full-size cast or 		

By leveraging high volume lignin waste streams, Grow
Bioplastics can match the price of oil based plastics.
Coupled with the mitigating of removal costs, the
company can deliver lower net ownership costs and drive

blown mulch films (0.6-1 		
mil thickness, 4-5’ width)
• 10 state, 20 location field pilot
program

chain of paper mills and biorefineries in the U.S., and

• 2017 Pre-Seed Fundraising,
Demonstrate large scale
manufacturing, farming pilot study
• 2018 Seed fundraising, mulch film

Bureau Rural
Entrepreneurship
Challenge: Top 4 Finalist
• 2016 SXSWEco: Audience
Choice Award

commercial launch
grades

vest problems associated with plastic use.

Grow Bioplastics will source lignin from its supply

GROWTH PLAN

• 2019 Dev. of injection molding

penetration into these markets, while improving post-har-

Business model

Business
• 2017 American Farm

• 2020 Dev. of foam molding grades

CONTACT US

leverage the available processing capability of polymer
compounders on a toll basis. The company will generate

Email:

revenue from resin sales to film and container manufac-

Website: www.growbioplastics.co

tony@growbioplastics.co

@growbioplastics
@growbioplastics

turers, and licensing of our branding assets to ensure
continuity and unified messaging across markets.
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COMP-A-TENT

Target market

ABOUT US

Across Europe, Festivals are disposing of camping
equipment worth €58MM each year – either as landfill or
incineration. In the UK alone this is 750 tonnes of mixed,

Comp-A-Tent has developed a
bio-based tent, that composts in
120 days, to help festivals goers,
by removing the packing, cleaning
& storing of tents. Over 240 000
tents go to landfill sites each year
in the UK alone, causing environmental damage and resulting in a
multi-million- pound clean-up bill
for organisers.

INVESTMENT REQUIRED

MILESTONES ACHIEVED

€280K (Convertible) Grant/Note

• Patent pending for structure

petroleum based materials. On top of this sits the cost of
clearing up – the UK’s biggest festival, Glastonbury, spent
€915,000 in 2016 alone.

• Working Prototype

						

• 100+ Pre-sales at 1 festival

The addressable market in Europe is €11M, targeting the
top 25 Festivals – with future scope for America, Austral-

•	Initial round of China-based

Use of funds

asia and markets such as eco-tourism.

Value proposition

manufacture

Comp-A-Tent is a non-petroleum-based tent, constructed
• Funding for 2017 Pilot

For consumers, the Comp-A-Tent is ordered online with

• Building team

London, United Kingdom

Established
July 2015

Impact area
Material Innovation

Management Team
Amanda Campbell - Founder, CEO
James Molkenthin - Co-Founder,
Chief Design Officer
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Finalists 2016
•	Royal Academy of
Engineering Launchpad
Finalists

• POP Up Shop in London		

•	Business GreenTech Awards
2015 nomination

GROWTH PLAN

• Marketing & Lead Generation

food vendors in exchange for food.

• Finalise pilot production supplies &
• Set Up B2B Sales channels

For festivals, there is the benefit of reduced costs
from time and labor clearing up, the reduced cost of

•	Plastic Fantastic Challenge

material & manufacture talks
• Filmed for CNBC TV Series

from pre-existing compost-certified materials.

Monday morning, the tent is collapsed and handed to

materials & manufacture talks
•	Initial round of European-based

•	Developing European

the ticket, collected on site and pitched anywhere. Come

Headquarters

KEY AWARDS

manufacturers
• 2017 Pilot launch (300 units)

• R&D – 4-man/Pop-Up

composting vs. increasing costs of landfill/incineration

•	2017 Kickstarter crowdfunding
campaign

and the improved CSR through acknowledging the

• 2018 Full launch (10 000 units)

waste problem and developing innovative solutions to
tackle it.

Business model
Advance online sales of products, through festivals’
sites. Product delivered in bulk directly to festival and
distributed to consumers. Target RRP is €47, competing

CONTACT US

with average value of abandoned tents. Target retention rate is 90%, owning to the disposable nature of the

Email:

product.

Website: www.comp-a-tent.com

hello@comp-a-tent.com

@CompATent
@Comp_A_Tent
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PRODUCTPURE

Target market

ABOUT US
productpure delivers products meeting
a much higher safety standard than
BPA-free. Studies, and now growing
press, report health problems occur
when synthetic chemicals having
estrogenic activity (EA) are ingested
that mimic actions of estrogens in the
body. Fetal, infant, & juvenile mammals,
including humans, can be sensitive to
very low dosages. Thousands of chemicals other than BPA are suspected to
have EA with scientific studies reporting
estrogenic chemicals leaching from
most BPA-free products. productpure products are certified as PlastiPure-Safe™ EA-Free.

In the US, 4MM new babies per year with an estimated
75MM baby bottles sold annually. Global infant feeding
market is projected in 2019 to be €2.6BB with baby
bottles estimated to be €340+MM. Accessible follow-on
products such as water bottles, food containers, tableware, represent over €42+ billion globally.

Value proposition

INVESTMENT REQUIRED

MILESTONES ACHIEVED

toxic chemicals into people & the environment. product-

€470K initial tranche followed by

• Development & launch of first

pure was spun off from PlastiPure (the safe materials

€1.8MM in later tranche in equity or

company) to make the safest consumer products today.

convertible notes

Reusing, recycling, or biodegrading plastics and
consumer products is not helpful if they are leaching

Our first breakthrough product, an “EA-free” baby
bottle, is now on the market. This safer bottle does is

Austin (TX), USA

Established
2015

Impact Area
Material Innovation

Management Team
Mike Usey - CEO
Dr. George Bittner - Chief Scientist

Use of funds

BPA-free products projected today. Follow-on products

• Sales: €70K initially + € 380K later

planned to be quickly launched are sippy cups, pacifiers,

•	Marketing: €140K initially + 		

water bottles, food storage containers, tableware, &
technologies.

€425K later
•	Infrastructure/Operations: 		
€95K initially + €470K later
• New Development: €70K 		

Business model
The first EA-free products is being sold today online
& through a small number of boutiques in the US.

initially + €380K later
• Cash Flow/Contingency: 		
€95K initially + €235K later

Rapid growth is expected with release of earned media

July 2016

to develop the EA-free
testing, materials, &

entrepreneurial groups such as

patented production

Center for Environmental Health &

technologies devel-

Think Beyond Plastic

oped with PlastiPure &

• Significant support from US federal

CertiChem partners

agencies including National Institute
of Health, National Science
Foundation, & National Toxicology

•	Think Beyond Plastics
Innovation Finalist (2016)

Program
• 2 method and formulation patents
covering commercially known

•	Mom’s Choice Award
(2016)

ways to make EA-free materials and
• Nominated for Innovation

• Over 40 stories in US press

Award at ABC Kid’s Expo
(2016)

Funding is needed to increase consumer awareness,
build out delivery and communications teams, build
infrastructure, and to rapidly launch additional consumer
products into industries with a proven history of rapidly
migrating to safer products such as infant feeding,
reusable hydration, & food storage (i.e., where BPA-free
previously disrupted markets).

CONTACT US
Email:

info@plastipure.com

Website: www.plastipure.com
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received for over $8.5MM

products

coverage, consumer group, & federal agency support.

•	18 US federal grants

certified EA-free baby bottle in
• Support from consumer &

certified to not leach estrogenic chemicals like 92% of

more using our patented safe materials & processing

Headquarters

KEY AWARDS

@PlastiPure
@plastipure
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MICROFIBER CATCHER

Target market

ABOUT US

95.2 million households in the US have washing
machines. 8 million are sold per year. Plus, 7 million
families use coin laundries on a weekly basis. Hospitality,

While doing the laundry, our
clothing is breaking up into
tiny plastic fibers that wash into
our public waterways. This
poses a danger to our oceans,
biodiversity and the human food
web. The Microfiber Catcher is
an accessible and inexpensive
solution that collects microfibers before they wash into our
rivers, lakes and ocean. It works
in all types of washing machines,
is cleanable and easy to use by
people of all ages.

manufacturing, retail & healthcare businesses do
15 billion pounds of laundry in commercial facilities in
the US per year. If only 10% of households in the US use
a Microfiber Catcher, we can keep the equivalent plastic
of over 30 million water bottles out of our ocean every
year.

Value proposition
The Microfiber Catcher is the first human-scale,

Granville (VT), USA

tion. Everyone can be part of the solution by simply

Prevention of microfiber pollution

Management Team
Rachael Miller - Founder, CEO
James Lyne - Co-founder,
Inventor
Brooke Winslow - Technical
Designer
14

• Provisional patent

KEY AWARDS
•	2016 Think Beyond Plastic

• Prototypes catching up to 40% of

Innovation Competition:
Winner – Microplastics

microfibers in test loads

machines – whether they are in a dorm, in a basement or

• Acknowledged in various media as

at a laundromat.

first, consumer solution to micro

Use of funds

The catcher will collect microfibers as well as hair and
prevent them from flowing out with the drain water.

• Final prototyping, testing and 		
tooling

Business Model

• 2016/2017 Testing, brand building
• 2017 Crowdfunding,

• Setting up distribution 		
channels and partnerships

developing upcycling program
• 2017 Launching
• 2017-2018 Adapt technology for

partnerships with washing machine manufacturers,
detergent makers, outdoor retailers and clothing

launched with partner organisations

GROWTH PLAN

• Branding & marketing
The Microfiber Catcher will be distributed through

fiber pollution (since April 2016)
• Education and awareness program

washing machine – top or front loader, old or new.

multiple channels: direct and online sales and through

Impact Area

€ 330K (Convertible) Grant/Note

washing their clothes with the catcher in their washing

Established
Rozalia Project: 2009
Microfiber catcher: 2016

MILESTONES ACHIEVED

consumer based solution for synthetic microfiber pollu-

Rozalia Project’s Microfiber Catcher works in any

Headquarters

INVESTMENT REQUIRED

• Launching production

installation in washing machines

manufacturers. The Microfiber Catcher is easily clean-

• 2018/2019 Adapt technology for

able by the consumer and will be made of recyclable

waste water treatment facilities

material. We will also develop a take-back program for
the fibers - upcycling them and closing a big leak in
our consumer waste stream. Furthermore, this solution
was developed by a nonprofit organization dedicated
to cleaning and protecting the ocean. Success of the

CONTACT US

Microfiber Catcher will support more work in ocean
innovation.

Email:

rachael@rozaliaproject.org

Website: www.rozaliaproject.org/stop-microfiber-pollution

@RozaliaProject
@rozaliaproject
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NEUBEV INC.

NEUBEV
Changing the way you drink

Target market

ABOUT US

Neubev is focused on the 3 major tiers of the beverage
supply chain. The direct consumers, vending services
companies, and beverage brands. Neubev will reach

NeuBev is redesigning the traditional office water cooler into
a new platform for sustainable
beverage consumption, distribution, and brand management.
Our system will help eliminate
the plastic bottle and aluminum
cans from the beverage supply
chain while providing our
customers with cleaner, colder
and flavored waters right in their
offices tap water lines.

out to its direct consumers through office managers
and employers, looking for an easy high tech solution
to their beverage needs, employee health, and environmental impact. Traditional vending service companies
will serve as established distribution and sales channels
for NeuBev as well as being a new revenue stream for
themselves.
By including sensors and data tracking into Neubev’s
hardware, NeuBev will be able to provide user feedback

INVESTMENT REQUIRED

MILESTONES ACHIEVED

€570K Convertible Note

•	August 2016 Accepted into Think

KEY AWARDS

and consumer use data for beverage brands. Marketing
and promotions can be specifically tailored to office

Beyond Plastic Accelerator

demographics and preferences.

•	Honorable mention Product
Design and Services by
Think Beyond Plastic™

•	October 2016 MVP ready for public

Value Proposition

Use of funds

testing

Neubev offers a redesigned water cooler for today’s
health conscious and environmentally aware drinkers
by providing a healthier alternative to traditional

Headquarters
Pensacola, Florida

Established

sugary drinks in an attractive technology package while
reducing logistical costs. Municipal tap water is filtered,

• Production and Manufacturing of
new units

•	November 2016 Runner up for Cox
Blue Innovation Competition

• Expansion of sales and marketing
teams

•	December 2016 MVP installed at

chilled, carbonated, and flavored in the office. By elimi-

• Flavor menu expansion

nating the bottle, we can eliminate the cost associated

• R&D for new unit types

pilot site

with its creation and distribution.

2016

Impact area
Reduce Plastic Packaging

Business Model
Neubev offers a three tiered subscription model. First
of all, direct clients will be charged a one time installation fee plus a monthly subscription fee for full service

Management Team
Thinh Nguyen - CEO
Stratton Miniat - Co-Founder
Ross Dahlstrom - Co-Founder

16

maintenance and restocking. Dispensers are sold at
cost to vending services companies. Each machine will
require a monthly software subscription plus cost of
proprietary flavor cartridge refills. Licensing agreements

CONTACT US

with curated beverage brands for access to machines
and software suite for direct marketing and promotional

Email:

data collection.

Website: www.neubev.co

Thinh.v.nguyen@neubev.co
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REFLOW FILAMENT

Target market

ABOUT US
Reflow has developed a low cost
technology that recycles plastic
waste into the raw material
for 3D printing. By building a
global cooperative of sustainable filament producers they are
preventing this industry from
becoming a major source of
plastic pollution and creating
opportunities for local recyclers,
makers and waste collecting
communities.

The market for 3D printing is expanding as the cost of
devices rapidly falls and the capability expands. Over
230,000 kg of 3D filament was sold in 2015 as the
market more than doubles in size every year. In 2019
this is conservatively projected to reach 5.5MM kg of
filament with an estimated market value of €197.5MM.
Reflow has a clear focus on segments who will respond
to a quality socially responsible product: educational

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Established
2016

Value proposition
Reflow delivers recycled, community produced 3D print
filament with a powerful social impact story and no
compromise on quality. The current international market
for 3D printing has almost no focus on sustainability

18

developed 3D printing markets Reflow is one of the
few socially responsible options. This is valuable to
like-minded users of 3D printing but also amongst enterprises who use 3D printing to create consumer products
that wish to pass on these sustainability credentials and
social impact story to their end users.

Business model

Recycling & Upcycling,
Sustainable manufacturing

tive model for production. By creating many low-cost

Jasper Middendorp - CEO
Rahul Mehendiratta - CTO
Lyndsey Lewis - COO
Ronan Hayes - CMO

€1.5MM Seed Investment

• Successfully closed early stage seed

KEY AWARDS
•	Innovation Scholarship at
SOCAP 2016

funding

facilities and design agencies

Impact area

Management Team

MILESTONES ACHIEVED

institutions, prosumers, prototype facilities, engineering

or the potential of 3D printing in emerging regions. In

Headquarters

INVESTMENT REQUIRED

• Fully funded crowdfunding 		

Use of funds
• Scaling up existing
production hubs (Delhi, Dar Es
Salaam, Amsterdam)
• Finance further technology and
materials development
• International expansion with 		
additional hubs in India, US and
South America
• Creation of international
e-commerce platform

•	Innovative Business Award

campaign
• Commenced pre-order sales
channels and pre sold rolls of

at Think Beyond Plastics
2016

flagship filament
• Secured product, distribution,

•	Top 50 Most Promising

testing and sales partnerships

Early Stage Startups at

pending product delivery in 2017

Pioneers Festival 2016

• Established three production
facilities and hubs: Delhi, Dar Es
Salaam and Amsterdam

•	Finalist at RSM IWILL
Award 2016

• Scheduled product launch in
Jan/Feb 2017

• Expansion of B2B and B2C sales
channels

Reflow is creating a global, decentralized, cooperaproduction facilities worldwide, Reflow significantly
cuts distribution costs, creates trusted sales partnerships via established maker communities and delivers on
their sustainability commitment. Individual Reflow hubs
manage direct and local sales and subscriptions that will
be coordinated via a global online marketplace. Partnerships are being established with manufactures of 3D

CONTACT US

printers, existing networks of 3D printing services like 3D
hubs, online repositories of 3D designs and large interna-

Email:

tional home improvement and hardware retail chains

Website: www.reflowfilament.com

lyndsey@reflowfilament.com

@ReflowFilament
@ReflowFilament
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URBAN MINING

Target market

ABOUT US
Urban Mining will collect 6.000
tons of resources in two years
by motivating citizens to hand in
e-Waste and plastics. Resources
are traded and used for the
production of new goods. For
each kilogram of collected
material, participants receive a
credit, which represents a share
in generated revenues.

Each year, residents of the Netherlands discard € 73
million worth of gold, copper, aluminium and plastics,
among other materials, in e-waste. About € 2 million can
be valorised in the city of The Hague where also yearly
over 15 million kilogram of plastics ends up in household
waste containers. These resources can be used to start
producing products locally.
Urban Mining targets the 502.000 citizens of The Hague

INVESTMENT REQUIRED

MILESTONES ACHIEVED

Rotterdam – The Hague (totaling to 2.2 million citizens)

€ 450K Seed Capital

•	Setup of Minimal Viable Product

to hand in their waste.

(Convertible) Grant/Note

in a two and a half year period and plans to extend
to 22 other municipalities in the Metropolitan area

Value proposition

Headquarters
The Hague, The Netherlands

Established

dispose, Urban Mining will start a new type of crowd-

Recycling and Upcycling

Management Team
Marco Kortland
(Founder, Business Dev. and
Commerce)
Louis Wildenberg
(Founder, Operational Management)
Nicole Hofland
(Marketing & Communication)

782,5 kg

revenues of this new venture.

•	Winner The Hague Innovators Challenge 2016
•	Winner Plastic Fantastic
Challenge (2016)

Use of funds

funding: for each kilo of e-waste and plastics, a participant will receive one credit, representing a share in the

(ICT-Infrastructure and equipment)
•	Initial try-out, having collected

Using the intrinsic value of material we currently

2016

Impact area

KEY AWARDS

•	Ready to start first pilot project in
•	Funding the pilot (collecting

The Hague, The Netherlands

•	Finalist NEXT Economy
needs NEXT Entrepreneur

min. 400 tons of e-waste)
• Contracting social labour to 		

Credits can be exchanged for money after two and a

collect, dismantle and sort

half years. Urban Mining will develop the intermediate

•	Setting up three campaigns

use of credits to buy products and services at affiliated

•	Financing overhead costs

shops.

Business model
Collected resources are dismantled and sorted and are
valuable to the recycling industry or can be used in
local production of e.g. street furniture. Urban Mining
will as well offer spare-parts to the growing repair-industry. Another potential source of income is to partner
with municipalities and to allocate actual savings in the
collection and disposal of household waste to Urban

CONTACT US

Mining.
Email:

marco@urbanmining.net

Website: www.urbanmining.net
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NEWGEN SURGICAL

Target market

ABOUT US

NewGen Surgical’s target customer is the healthcare community, specifically healthcare systems and
surgery centers with operating rooms. Within a health-

NewGen Surgical’s mission is
to minimize plastic waste in the
O.R. by redesigning single-use
disposable products. NewGen
Surgical offers hospitals and
surgery centers a solution to
their sustainability programs and
meet Environmentally Preferable
Purchasing (EPP) objectives.

Headquarters

care system, the ultimate customer is the surgeon
with surgical nurses, procurement professionals and
sustainability programs leaders as heavy influencers /
supporters.
NewGen Surgical is seeking to be a worldwide supplier

INVESTMENT REQUIRED

MILESTONES ACHIEVED

tionally, Canada and the AMEA nations lead sustainable

No investment required at this

• 2012 First Design Patent

initiatives and are target expansion areas. The global

time.

• 2013 First Prototype Complete

tive Innovation in the 2015

• 2014 FDA Registered & CDPH

Circular Economy Awards

of sustainable medical devices and surgical products.
Currently, we are in the US domestic market. Interna-

market for disposable O.R. devices is €30B; the global
market for the skin stapler is €435M.

Approval License Approval
• 2014 First Manufacturing Run

San Rafael (CA), USA

Established
Impact Area

measurements. Our focus is on the redesign and

Robert Chase - Founder and
President
Barry N. Gardiner, MD - Founding
Medical Director
Anne-Marie Régal MD, MS Medical Director
Kenneth Blier - VP, Product Dev.
Kimberlee Luedee-Chase - VP,
CMO
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of the World Economic
Forum
•	Member of the Think

Accounts

NewGen Surgical approaches product design through

2012

Management Team

•	Commended for Disrup-

• September 2014 Launched Beta

Value proposition
a method we call Smart Sustainable DesignTM driven

Redesigning single-use healthcare tools

KEY AWARDS

• 2015 Multiple Awards for Disruptive

by performance, economic value and sustainability

Beyond Plastic™ 2014
Accelerator.

Innovation
• 2016, Patent Filing for 2nd Product
NGS NC40M Needle Counter

reimagination of the thousands of single-use medical

• 2016 Awarded 2nd Patent for 		

devices and surgical products used in operating rooms.

NGS35W Skin Stapler
• 2016, Successful Scale Up of 		

•	Winner of Health Care /
Medical Tech 2015 category
7th annual North Bay
Innovation Summit.

Production to 5,000 Units

Business model

• 2016 Contracts and Orders from

As a manufacturer in the very competitive healthcare

Leading US Hospitals

industry, our plan is to reduce COGS as close to cost
comparable, or lower – so our unique selling proposition is CLEAR and COMPELLING with all traditional
sales factors being same or better, we offer additional
benefits that fit directly in line with the hospital or
healthcare system’s mission and goals as they pertain to

CONTACT US

waste management, and sustainability around healthy
patients, materials and communities.

Email:

info@newgensurgical.com

Website: www.newgensurgical.com

@NewGenSurgical
@NewGenSurgical
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